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Abstract
This project aims to extract the Human Factors (HF)
from Goods to Persons Order Picks (OP). We used live
data from a known functioning site. The data was then
cleaned and visualized. After many different
approaches, a hypothesis was formed. We used a
deterministic approach to the data and applied Time
Series Analysis to an Auto Regression Model. The
predicted results yielded slight, but major differences
in the initial visualization.

Introduction
In industrial warehousing, there have been limited studies
on the effects of HF in OP. Our study focuses on the time
when an order is completed. The data is a normalized value
of the pick start time until the order is completed via a push
button. The environment for the pickers ergonomics during
picking is also limited in research, which has a high impact
on the research question. Driven by the Covid-19 Pandemic,
E-commerce is accelerating and the need to understand the
HF is important for the picker and production.

Research Questions
From the given data, can we identify any human
factors that can cause a change in picking times?

Figure 1: An overhead view of a person picking from the source tote to the target tote.

Results
The first row of images shows the average of one item (red line)
and individual pickers (wx) in one day. The middle two graphs
shows the same information above, but without the average,
emphasizing the time gaps during the day. The bottom left and
right graphs shows all skus over the entire day. The difference
between the two is the scaling. The bottom middle graph
shows the weights against the duration. The middle long list
shows the predicted pick times for a segment of time.

Conclusions
Through visualization, I have identified multiple
breaks in-between picking times. I hypothesize that
pickers perform extremely well in the morning
before their first break compared to any other
period after that break. For the data set, Maximum
Likelihood Estimation is more accurate than
Ordinary Least Squares. The predictions showed
that the time period after the first break is the most
productive time for the collective pickers.
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Materials and Methods
The Materials used was the raw data retrieved
from humans picking orders at a fulfillment site.
The Method used is an Auto Regression Model to
forecast the picking time. The Auto Regression
model is simply a linear regression model that
looks at its past time series data to predict a future
value.
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